
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

There are those _______ need this discipline.1. who

Still, he had forfeited his right to be there, had cheated her of the complete
fulfilment of her family pride, deprived her of the rightful pleasure of seeing
and kissing him of _______ she had been so proud, such a promising young
fellow!

2.

whom

When the light came again the man _______ had been shot was not
altogether on the ground.
3. who

The others soon thought him an odd, arrogant fellow, with _______ no
friendly ties could be formed, and left him to his own resources.
4. whom

The best thing for a boy _______ cannot go to China and Japan is to get
this book and read it.
5. who

Pay the passage of all those _______ choose to go into their country?6. who

The devil, _______ was naturally lazy, accepted.7. who

You are the wicked fox, against _______ our mother warned us.8. whom

Many were her conversations with the imaginary lover, for _______ she
invented questions and answers, bestowing upon him a great deal of wit and
intelligence.

9. whom

Of course, then, we did not know what to make of a man _______ could
speak of poverty as if it was not a disgrace.
10. who

She, _______ had stood with eyes cast down, now turned.11. who

At last he went out with the air of a man _______ didn't know what he
might do next.
12. who

But believe the warning of a man _______ has reason to know all he says
to be true.
13. who
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And he added that he would rather suffer death than in this wise wrong
one _______ had been true to him.
14.

who

Where is the man _______ can say the fault, in part, has not been his?15. who

Of what consequence were the listeners before _______ she had hitherto
sung compared with those whose footsteps were now echoing on the lowest
stairs?

16. whom

Some of the boys seemed to give a doubtful account of themselves; our
next neighbour below in the wood is a bad fellow and very intimate with some
of our boys, for _______ his confounded house is like a fly-paper for flies.

17.

whom

The surgeon looked at the old man, _______ gave him a peculiar nod.18. who

I would not believe that a woman _______ served us faithfully for years
could be so wicked.
19. who

But it is brought here by those _______ have a right to bring it, and it is
our duty to meet it and decide it.
20. who
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